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2020 Sales and Charters 
 
Marcon International is pleased to report nine barges, 12 vessels and a pair of winches sold or chartered for 2020, 
which brings us to 1,516 sale and charter transactions successfully completed since 1981. 
 

Marcon International, Inc. is pleased to announce the sale of the 300’ x 100’ x 
20’ depth US Flag ocean deck barge “Signet Atlas” to US West Coast Buyers 
SeaTac Marine Services, LLC of Seattle, WA during the last quarter of 2020. 
The barge is very heavily built with 6’ frame spacing, light displacement of 
1,876 long tons, and corrugated bulkheads. She carries a uniform deck load of 
6,000lbs/ft2 on 29,000ft2 of flat steel deck and has recessed bollards. She can 
also accommodate extra heavy loads of 20,000lbs/ft2 at the bulkhead 
junctions. The newly re-named “SeaTac Atlas” was built in 2010 by Signal 
International, in Orange, TX and has a loaded draft of 16.0’, with a 
corresponding deadweight of 10,340 long tons. She is a fast towing barge with 
a 24’ long “parabolic bow”, and a 40’ stern rake. The barge is ABS +A1 

classed as a deck barge, is coated internally and in excellent overall condition upon delivery to the new Owner. The 
barge is now on the US West Coast in Seattle undergoing installation of bin walls and a higher forward breakwater 
to handle the heavy seas of the Northwest Pacific Ocean. She will be joining SeaTac Marine’s Alaska and Pacific 
Coastwise Trade. See more at the Owner’s Website: www.seatacmarine.com 
 
Marcon International, Inc. is pleased to report the successful towage of a 
U.S. flag 20,000 barrel double-hull ocean tank barge (our file TB20021) from 
Puerto Rico to a shipyard in the Gulf of Mexico. The barge was repositioned 
for drydocking and renewal of her ABS loadline, after which she may be sold. 
The barge measures 214.5' loa x 54.0' beam x 12.0' depth. She was built in 
2000 by Bollinger Shipyard in Amelia, LA and carries an unrestricted ABS 
ocean loadline and USCG COI for grade D and lower cargoes. She’s a two 
system barge, typically transporting 10,000bbl of MGO and 8,000bbl of IFO, 
but can carry around 14,000 to 15,000bbl of IFO if some of the MGO capacity 
is used. She was originally fitted with coils, but given the warm weather in her 
operating area, she has not had a heating system installed (but coils remain). 
Further details and price ideas on request from Marcon. Barge is expected to be ready to return to service in 
December 2020 with fresh five year certificates. Marcon acted as sole broker for the towage and is offering the 
barge for potential sale from the owner. 
 

Crowley Marine Services Inc. has sold one of their 7,200BHP Invader 
series tugs, “Hunter”, to private Washingtonian interests. The vessel 
was built in 1976 as Hull # 224 at McDermott Shipyard Inc, Amelia, 
LA. The vessel measures 136.2’ loa x 36.5' beam x 19.2' depth and 
is powered by twin EMD 20-645E5 diesels with Falk 4.345:1 gears 
driving two 132" x 82-88" 5-blade stainless props. Electrical service is 
provided by two 90kW CAT D3304 gensets. The tankage onboard 
includes 218,300g of fuel and 10,300g of water. On deck the towing 
equipment consists of a double drum Markey TDSDW 36C towing 
winch capable of spooling two lengths of 2,800' x 2.25" wire. The tug 
was the 21st Invader Class constructed by McDermott for Crowley. 

The “Hunter” is often referred to as the “fastest tug in the Puget Sound” due to its frequent tug race wins over the 
years at the Seattle Maritime Festival. Marcon acted as sole broker in the transaction and represents the 124th 
vessel brokered by Marcon for Crowley Maritime over the last 34 years. 
  

http://www.seatacmarine.com/
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The tug “Noelani” was sold on private and confidential terms recently via 
the brokerage services of Marcon International, Inc. The vessel was 
originally built for the US Navy as the “Winnemucca” (USN Designation 
YTB-785) with keel laid down in 1965 at Marinette, WI by the Marinette 
Marine Corp. She was launched in December 1965 and delivered to the 
US Navy as one of the NATICK-Class large harbor tugs in April 1966. 
The tug, named after the city of Winnemucca, Nevada was originally 
assigned to the 5th Naval District in the Norfolk, Virginia area where she 
started her first career in June 1966 until the following Spring of 1967. At 
that time, she was assigned to Vietnam where she served in that conflict 
until the US involvement was concluded. She served with Task Force 
117, the Mobile Riverine Force. During her almost six years of combat 
operations on the rivers, swamps and deltas of south Vietnam, the “Winnemucca” earned two US Presidential unit 
citations and four US Navy Unit Recommendations. “Winnemucca” earned a total of 13 Battle Stars during the 
Vietnam conflict. At the end of the US participation in that SE Asian region, in 1973, the tug was reassigned to the 

17th US Naval District and operated out of Adak, Alaska. Her tour of duty 
there ended late in 1975 when the ship began her service in San Francisco, 
where she was attached to the US Navy 12th District through 1979. The 
“Winnemucca” was eventually stricken from the US Navy List on December 
22, 2003 and sold by the US Department of Defense January 21, 2004. The 
tug was converted to civilian use and bore the new name of “Noelani”, 
which she will keep going into her next service life on the US West Coast. 
 
The “Noelani’s” dimensions 
are 109.0’ x 28.8’ x 16.3’ 

depth, and she is now powered with a single EMD12-710G7B for 
3,000BHP (installed in 2012) and swings a 114” 4-blade propeller 
driven via Western 6:1 reduction gear. Her bollard pull is about 
80,000lb., and she has excellent range with her fuel capacity of 
50,000g. She is also fitted with a 400HP Vortex V2-36 Wesmar 
bowthruster which was installed in 2017. Her single drum Series 224 
Almon Johnson towing winch has a pennant drum, as well as a level 
wind, and line-pull of 166,000lbs. The main towing drum carries 2,600’ 
x 2” tow wire, and the tug is also fitted with a hydraulic towing pin 
system. She has two 2,000gpm FiFi monitors, a hydraulic aluminum 
fold down mast, 8 ton telescoping crane on the bridge deck, and is fully outfitted with modern NavAids and 
communication systems. Her electrical system is powered by 2 – 65kW / John Deere Tier 2 gensets, and she has 1 
- 20kW / Northern Lights harbor set. The tug has sailed extensively for her former Owner to Hawaii, Alaska and the 
US Gulf and has excellent sea keeping abilities and fuel consumption characteristics. Marcon acted as sole broker 
in this sale, and wishes the mighty “Noelani” fair winds and following seas in her future endeavors as a true work 
horse in the marine industry. 
 

 
McAllister Towing and Transportation Company of New York have sold their twin 
screw tug “Barbara McAllister” (ex Bouchard Boys, T.J. Sheridan, T.M. 1, Ocean Star) 
to Mar-K Towing in Florida. Measuring 104.6' loa x 36.3' beam, the tug was built in 
1969 at Halter Marine, LA. The unit is powered by twin EMD 16-645E2 creating a total 
of 3,900BHP and is fitted with an Intercon single drum 200 winch. The buyer intends 
to remove the upper pilothouse and use as a shipdocking tug. Marcon was the sole 
brokers in the transaction. 
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After a short charter period, a U.S.-flag inland deck barge was sold on a private and confident basis. The charter 
and sale were arranged through Marcon. 
 
The three deck 1992 Westport built, twin screw passenger tour boat “Chinook” 
(ex- Chugach) was sold by Pacific Cruises Northwest to Puget Sound buyers. 
The boat measures 72’ x 19.5’ x 6.9’ and is powered by Lugger 6170 main 
engines. The vessel is certified by USCG for service on Lakes, Bays and 
Sounds and limited Coastwise for 127 passengers. Construction is a laminated 
composite fiberglass with a raked, flared bow, vertical topsides and vertical 
transom. Marcon acted as broker consultants to the buyers. 
 
 

The U.S. flag twin screw tug “Pacific Warrior” (ex- Powhatan, Robbyn J., 
Zapata 88, Hull 467) was sold. The tug was originally built in 1975 by 
Halter Marine in Louisiana. She was subsequently repowered in 2004 
along with the installation of quad rudders, kort nozzles, new reduction 
gear foundations, shafts and propellers. She measures 105.0' loa x 96.8' 
lbp x 30' beam x 14’depth with a 11.7' loaded draft and has an ABS 
unrestricted ocean loadline. Tank capacities include 50,000g diesel oil, 
600g lube oil, and 5,000g potable water. She’s fitted with an Intercon 
single drum main towing winch with a line pull of 40 tons and drum 

capacity for 2,600' x 1.75" wire. Main engines are two Cummins KTA50M2 Tier 1 diesels with a total 3,000BHP at 
1,800RPM driving two 91"x 89" 4-blade skewed fixed pitch propellers in kort nozzles through Reintjes WAT 772 
7.445:1 gears. Bollard pull is rated at 45 short tons. Marcon acted as the sole broker in the transaction. The tug will 
be repositioned to Kodiak, Alaska to work for new owners Paradigm Marine. 
 
 
Marcon acted as the sole broker in the private and confidential sale of two newly 
rebuilt Manitowoc 390 triple drum winches. 
 
 
 

A 100m x 25m x 7.2m depth x 1.0m light / 5.7m loaded draft, ABS ocean 
deck barge was sold on a private & confidential basis. The 10,840mtdw 
foreign flag barge was one of three sister barges which Marcon 
International arranged both the purchase 
and the 7,000nm plus delivery voyage to 
present sellers in 1999. The 1,799T light 
displacement, double raked barge was 
built in 1996 by CSC Jingling Shipyard; 
Changjian, China and has a 9mt/m2 

uniform deck load and fitted with 3.58m (12.0’) bin walls which provide a hold 
capacity of abt. 7,024m3. The three barges had previously been employed in 
hauling nickel ore in Indonesia at the time of the original sale. This is the 154th 
ocean deck barge brokered by Marcon, bringing the total capacity to 948,546dwt. 
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Even though this happened in March, we had to hold off our 
announcement until now. The sale of the 254’ x 44’ x 16’ U.S. flag, 
platform supply vessel “Elsa Leigh”, has broken the 1,500 mark for the 
number of vessel & barges sold or chartered over the last 39 years. 
This was the second time during its life that Marcon has sold this 
vessel. “Elsa Leigh” was originally built in 1983 by Moss Point Marine, 
Escatawpa, Mississippi as the “Nicor Clipper” for Nicor Marine, Inc. of 
New Orleans, Louisiana to expand their 37 vessel OSV fleet. At that 
time, according to then Moss Point Marine president John Dane III, its 
astounding 254’ in length was believed to be the largest offshore 
workboat vessel ever built in the United States. In addition to her below 

deck supply vessel mud storage capabilities, the vessel 
had unique above deck characteristics too - primarily in 
the form of a special stern ramp constructed by the 
Moss Point Marine work crews allowing cargo 
containers to roll on and off her 170’ x 35’ clear deck for 
carrying freight. The tug/supply/container deck vessel 
actually began life as a more conventionally sized 214- 
foot vessel. After construction began though, Nicor 
requested that modifications be made to extend the 
deck area an extra 40 feet. In 1989, Nicor Marine was bought out by Seacor, the vessel renamed “Seacor Clipper” 
and put for a time on a Military Sealift Command contract out of Florida. 
 
The ‘90s and early 2000s were an up and down time for offshore supply boats in the U.S. Gulf, as evidenced by our 
Spring 1992 newsletter leading off with “Operators of offshore support vessels are in a tough market” and a 2002 
newsletter articles titled “The U.S. Gulf Market: When Will It Turn Around”, so it is no surprise that Marcon was 
asked to start marketing the vessel far and wide, not only to the “oil patch”, but to container vessel operators and 
even South African diamond miners. In January 2002, “Seacor Clipper” was laid up in Louisiana and sold by 
Marcon eight months later to Aries Marine Corp. of Louisiana. She was renamed “Elsa Leigh” after one of the 
Owner’s daughters who was 4 years old at the time. By 2002, this was the fourth vessel Marcon had sold to Aries 
Marine and the fifth vessel sold from Seacor. 
 

“Elsa Leigh” went through an extensive renovation at 
Bollinger’s Morgan City shipyard. Much work involved 
mechanical systems in the hull and replacement of 
about 30% of the boat’s steel, coating tanks and 
bringing the vessel up to ABS DPS 1, FiFi1 and GMDSS 
Area 3 certification. Her two main EMD 16-645E 
engines were removed and rebuilt by NREC in Houma, 
Louisiana, who boosted their power and the boat’s old 
reverse/reduction gears were replaced with re-
conditioned Falk gears. Two new 11,000gpm fire 
monitors were added and the stern was adapted to 

accommodate a 600HP Schottel skeg thruster with a DP-1 positioning system controlling the bow & stern thrusters. 
Two Cummins diesels were added to power the new mud pumps and drive Quincy air compressors handling the 
dry bulk. Four new 80 PSI dry bulk tanks were also installed, giving the vessel 6,000 cubic foot capacity, and six 
ballast tanks converted to hold liquid mud. Unfortunately, once again the offshore market took another fall and “Elsa 
Leigh” was laid up in 2015. New owners are planning to take the vessel out of the offshore petroleum market and 
trade her as a container feeder vessel in the Caribbean. 
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Atlas Ocean Towing, LLC of California has concluded the sale of its tug “Pacific 
Freedom” to US West Coast Buyers. This is the second time Marcon has been 
involved with the sale of this tug. Originally built as the “Victor J. Guidry” in 1975 by 
Avondale SY in Mobile, AL (Hull 48) for the illustrious US Gulf offshore towing family 
of the same name, she was originally powered with Stork-Werskpoor main engines. 
She was purchased by a US West Coast company in 2001 with the intention to 
engage in towing tank barges on the US West Coast, and was known then as the 
“Paula V”. Unfortunately, the tug suffered some major damage during an engine 
room fire in the Fall of 2001 while being delivered to the US West Coast from the US 
Gulf. For several years she was idle and in a continuous state of “being rebuilt” by 
her former Owner. Effectively she remained located at a small shipyard in Golden 
Meadow, LA for an extended period while this work was underway. The tug was sold 
in an incomplete state of rebuild to US Gulf Buyers via Marcon’s brokering in July 2006. Her total refurbishment and 
re-power were then completed by that former Owner during 2006-2007. After her rebuild completion, she traded 
under the name of “Int’l Freedom”, and was once again stationed in the US Gulf. She is currently powered by two 
EMD12-645E7s for 4,300BHP, and swings a pair of 117” 4-bladed propellers on 10” shafts through Falk 
3550MRHC15A 4.65:1 reduction gear. Her dimensions of 110’ x 32.0’ x 17.5’ depth and fuel capacity of 87,000g, 
coupled with her raised foc’stle bow, gives her excellent ocean towing range. She is also fitted with a Smatco 55 

DTDT-170 double drum towing winch, with 125T of line pull, and has 
quarters for 11 crew members in eight cabins. She was last sold from 
the US Gulf to the US West Coast in 2014 where she traded 
successfully in the Pacific Ocean with operations in Hawaii, and Guam. 
The tug was originally classed with ABS+A1, +AMS and she now 
carries an ABS Loadline. She was also recently certified by the USCG 
with a Certificate of Inspection for Oceans, under the Subchapter “M” 
requirements. The tug’s new Owner will operate her throughout the 

Pacific Ocean, and world-wide within the company’s service. 
 
Marcon International, Inc. has recently concluded the sale of two 
US Flag inland deck barges between two US West Coast 
companies. The two barges (“OC 261” and “OC 262”) were built 
in 1981 and 1982 by Bergeron Industries of Braithwaite, LA, for a 
Louisiana based company. They were part of a group of four 
sister barges, and their original service was as ABS Ocean Deck 
barges working in the US Gulf oilfield, and for transport of oilfield 
related equipment to West Africa. They all measure 250’ x 72’x 
15’ depth, and have a loaded maximum 4,800T DWT design 
draft of 12’. The barges have flat steel decks, and the uniform 
deck load is relatively light by today’s standards at 1,000 lb./ft2. 
They have 2 longitudinal / 6 transverse bulkheads, fixed towing skegs aft and the long bow and stern rake provided 
for a faster towing speed on the Trans-Atlantic hauls. The barges traded in the previous Owner’s ocean service 
under ABS Loadline, until they were all sold in late 2007 to US West Coast Buyers, which were engaged in bridge 
construction and retrofit in the San Francisco Bay Area. The barges have been working in that service and region 
for the past 13 years until being recently sold. The barges will now enter dedicated inland service for the new 
Owner on the US West Coast, after being refurbished and upgraded. 
 

Coastal Crewboats of Rockport, Texas has sold their 42.0’ x 12.0’ x 4.9’ 
depth, aluminum, “vee” hull crewboat “Janie” to South American interests. 
The 14 passenger boat was built by Lafco of Lafayette, Louisiana in 1981 
and powered by twin 230HP GM6-71s with Twin Disc gears giving the 
vessel a speed of 20kn. Vessel is capable of carrying 650lbs cargo on a 14’ 
x 9’ clear deck aft. Marcon acted as sole broker in the transaction. This is 
the second vessel was sold to the buyers over the last six months. 
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A 400.0’ x 99.5’ x 25.0’ depth’, U.S. flag ocean former tank barge 
has been sold to foreign interests. The 16,200 long ton 
deadweight, single skin, double raked barge was built in 1981 by 
FMC Corp. of Portland, Oregon. The barge last served as a 
dedicated oil spill recovery barge with a 149,000bbl capacity in 
Alaska until 2018 when Marcon brokered its sale to present 
Sellers. Barge was classed ABS 
+A1, Oil Tank Barge, Spill 
Response. All oil spill recovery 

related equipment has since been removed, as Buyer’s intent is to convert the 
unit to dedicated deck service. The barge is fitted with a small notch aft, mooring 
winches and has a flat steel deck. This class of barge was originally built for 
combo ocean deck/tank service and many sisters have since been converted to 
dedicated ocean deck service. Marcon can develop a sister barge, which is 
currently undergoing full conversion to ABS Ocean Deck Service. Please contact 
this office for full details, price guidance and timing for delivery. This is the second 
ocean tank barge sold this year and the 104th sold since Marcon opened its doors in 1981. 
 
 

As the 1,499th sale or charter concluded over the last 39 years, Marcon 
International of Coupeville, Washington brokered the sale of the U.S. 
flag, twin screw tug “Nancy M” from Manson Construction Co. of Seattle, 
Washington. The “Nancy M” was originally built in 1970 at Albina Engine 
& Machine Works, Inc. in Portland, Oregon as the “Shelly Foss” (Hull 
418) for Foss Maritime Company. The 90.0’ x 30.0’ x 14.2’ depth / 14’ 
draft tug was designed and built to take over as the prime ship-assist tug 
in Seattle, Washington, relieving the 1,200HP sister-tugs “Carol Foss” 
and “Shannon Foss” as ship tonnage and arrivals and departures 
increased to where a more powerful tug was needed. Two distinctive 
features at the time, now common, was the design of the pilothouse 

window glass slanted inwards to minimize glare and viewing ports in the pilothouse “eyebrow” to better see tie-up 
lines and movement of the ships being maneuvered in and out of 
docks. The fifty-year old tug is powered by twin CAT D399TAs 
developing a total of 2,250BHP at 1,225RPM, Lufkin RLS 4218 
5.526:1 gears and 84.5” 4-blade fixed pitch props on 8.5” diameter 
shafts in steering Kort nozzles. These were the days before 

azimuthing stern drive 
shipdocking tugs and Voith 
Schneider tractor tugs were 
in regular use. Owners 
reported that the Kort nozzles 
increased her actual bollard 
pull by about forty percent over a conventional open wheel installation and 
the props being trainable 25 degrees each side increased the tug’s 
maneuverability. Her bow and stern line winches were custom designed 
for more efficient line-handling, as both winches were controlled from the 
main console in the pilothouse alongside the main engine controls. 
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“Shelly” was an immediate success and called the “Queen of Harbor Tugs” by ship owners, agents and pilots. 
Reportedly the usual working of a request by ship’s agents for assist tugs was, “We need two tugs to help our ship 
into dock; unless the ‘Shelly’ is assigned, then one tug will do.” Reportedly “Shelly” docked and undocked nearly 
12,000 ships, with a total tonnage of nearly 168 million tons, not including the Navy ships at Bremerton, where the 
tug’s assistance was asked for on all major vessel shifts including 
large aircraft carriers moving in and out of the Navy Yard. Usually 
the “Shelly” (pictured right, tucked in under the port side of the USS 
“Constellation”) was accompanied by five Navy tugs when assisting 
these mammoth ships. Another heavyweight job occurred 1984 
when the Voith Schneider tractor tugs “Andrew Foss”, “Arthur Foss” 
and “Shelly Foss” assisted in moving the battle ship “Missouri”, 
famous for signing of the Japanese peace treaty ending the 
hostilities of World War II. The navy ordered the ship moved from 
Bremerton, Washington to Long Beach, California for reactivation 
and Foss was awarded the job of towing her from Bremerton to the 
Straits of Juan de Fuca where a navy tug took over the ocean tow. 
 
As the “Missouri” was a dead ship, the “Arthur” and “Andrew” pushed full thrust on the port and starboard quarters 
and the “Shelly” towed from out ahead. The 45,000-ton “Missouri” with the tugs doing the steering, came around 
the dogleg turn in narrow Rich Passage near Bremerton under perfect control and headed for the open water of 
Puget Sound. Without the “Missouri’s” 180,000HP, the tugs were able to tow at five knots. With the weather 
cooperating, the trip was made in 12 hours and shortly after daylight the navy’s ocean-going tug took over from 
Foss’s tugs. With a replacement cost of about US$800,000,000, the “Missouri” held the highest value of any Foss 
tow in the company’s history. 
 

“Shelly Foss” was rebuilt in 1993 with a new house, 
stern, etc. and continued working for Foss until 2009 
when sold to Manson Construction of Seattle. Manson is 
a major construction and dredging company regularly 
involved in building federal facilities and ports-of-call, 
ferry & cruise terminals, bridges, outfalls & pipelines, 
wharves and piers. They modified the tug with tall push 
knees to shift and provide support to their fleet of derrick 
barges. Towing gear consists of a single drum Foss built 
tow winch aft, 
push knees and 

two 20T hydraulic bow winches with fairleads forward for use in the pushing 
mode. Ship’s power is provided by 115kW / CAT D3304 and 50kW 
208/120VAC generators. Accommodations are provided for five crew. 
Although fifty years old this year, the “Nancy M” was still working and in 
good condition overall, with new Kort nozzles installed in 2018 and a fresh 
U.S. Coast Guard Subchapter “M” Inspection at the time of sale. Marcon 
acted as sole broker in the transaction and has represented both parties in 
previous sales and purchases. This has been the 363rd tug totaling 
1,165,787HP brokered for sale or charter by Marcon. [Tug history thanks to 
book “Foss: Ninety Years of Towboating” by Michael Skalley (1981)]. 
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A U.S. flag, 4,800tdw inland flat deck cargo barge was privately 
sold between U.S. buyers and sellers. The 250’ x 72’ x 15’ deck 
barge was originally built in 1981 as an ocean deck barge. Barge 
is double raked with a spoon bow, fixed towing skegs aft and a 
1,000psf uniform deck load. Two longitudinal and six transverse 
bulkheads form a total of 21 watertight compartments. Marcon 
acted as sole broker. This is the 88th inland deck barge brokered 
by Marcon totaling 166,067dwt capacity. 
 

 
A 7,185mtdw container ship was sold on a private & confidential basis. Marcon acted as sole broker in the 
transaction between buyer and seller, both of whom Marcon has successfully represented in the past. 
 
A U.S. flag 4,800HP twin screw tug was sold on a private & confidential basis. Marcon acted as sole broker in the 
transaction. 
 

The 9,876dwt tank barge “Barge 360” (ex-Lube Quest, I-51) was sold 
between U.S. West Coast buyers & sellers on a private and 
confidential basis. The 357.5’ x 68.0’ x 24.0’ depth / 19.75’ loaded draft 
barge was originally built in December 1976 by Gretna Machine & Iron 
Works of Harvey, Louisiana as the “I-51” for Allied Transportation Co. 
of Norfolk, Virginia – an offshore tug and barge operator transporting 
petrochemicals and dry bulk along the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts, James 
River and Chesapeake Bay. In 1990, the barge was rebuilt / 
lengthened from her original 300’ length with a new bow by Sause 
Bros. of Portland, Oregon at their Southern Oregon Marine (SOMAR) 
shipyard for a lube 

oil contract with Chevron on the U.S. West Coast. After ten 
years, the 83,911bbl clean product barge was sold by Sause to 
Crowley Maritime of Seattle, Washington with Marcon acting as 
sole broker. Crowley operated the barge coastwise in the clean 
trade, selling her in 2019 to local operators who shortly 
thereafter resold the barge to trade in non-petroleum service. 
Over the last 39 years, Marcon has sold 195 tank barges 
worldwide totaling over 9,306,562bbl capacity, representing a 
deadweight of over 1.3 million long tons. 
 
 
 
 
In 2019, Marcon concluded a total of 27 sales, tows & charters including six deck and four tank barges, 13 tugs 
totaling 58,060BHP, one platform supply vessel, one crewboat and two research / survey vessels. 
 
 
 
Since our first sale in 1983, Marcon has averaged 40 sales/charters per year. 
 
 

 


